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Abstract
A prominent problem in artificial intelligence and machine learning is the safe
exploration of an environment. In particular, reinforcement learning is a well-
known technique to determine optimal policies for complicated dynamic systems,
but suffers from the fact that such policies may induce harmful behavior. We
present the concept of a shield that forces decision-making to provably adhere
to safety requirements with high probability. Our method exploits the inherent
uncertainties in scenarios given by Markov decision processes. We present a
method to compute probabilities of decision making regarding temporal logic
constraints. We use that information to realize a shield that—when applied to a
reinforcement learning algorithm—ensures (near-)optimal behavior both for the
safety constraints and for the actual learning objective. In our experiments, we
show on the arcade game PAC-MAN that the learning efficiency increases as the
learning needs orders of magnitude fewer episodes. We show tradeoffs between
sufficient progress in exploration of the environment and ensuring strict safety.
1 Introduction
In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI), and in particular machine learning, evolved from areas
like game-playing or language-translation to critical domains such as health, energy, defense, or
transportation. As a result, a major challenge is the safety of decision-making for systems employing
AI [41, 15, 37, 35]. The area of safe exploration aims at restricting decision-making to adhere to
safety requirements during the exploration of an environment [31, 2]. Such restrictions may cause
insufficient progress in following the original objective of the decision-maker or even deadlocks.
Thus, there is a trade-off between safety and progress which needs to be properly addressed. Take
for instance a self-driving car. The main objective for the underlying AI is to follow a road, while in
certain critical events the car has to brake in order to avoid an accident. However, making emergency
brakes too often is not desirable in terms of many performance measures.
Reinforcement learning (RL) [42] lets an agent explore its environment by sequential decision-making.
The objective is to (approximatively) optimize the expected reward for an agent in the underlying
Markov decision process (MDPs) [33]. During the exploration of the MDP, the current policy may
be unsafe in the sense that it harms the agent or the environment. This shortcoming restricts the
application of RL mainly to application areas where safety is not a concern and has triggered the
particular direction of safe exploration for RL, in short safe RL [18, 31].
We introduce the concept of runtime enforcement for MDPs. We assess safety by means of (prob-
abilistic) temporal logic constraints [4], which restrict, for instance, the probability to reach a set
of critical states in the MDP. Such constraints together with the original RL objective, optimizing
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the expected reward, cause the aforementioned tradeoffs between safety and progress. We employ
so-called shields [8] that prevent decisions during runtime that cause the violation of the temporal
logic constraints. For an RL algorithm augmented with such shield, any intermediate or final policy
provably adheres to such constraints. We identify the following requirements:
Guaranteed Safety: If sequential decision-making for an MDP is shielded, the resulting policy
should satisfy the probabilistic temporal logic constraints. A user may provide a safety-level
in form of an upper bound on the acceptable probability for decisions to be unsafe.
Adaptivity: In certain situations the shield may be too restrictive to allow for sufficient progress. In
that case, it needs to dynamically adapt to allow more, potentially less safe, decisions. The
predefined safety-level may bound such adaptivity. In case safety and progress prerequisites
contradict each other, the shield will potentially prevent all possible decisions. If such
deadlocks are not avoidable, it is not possible to synthesize a feasible shield.
In addition to these hard requirements, we establish the following desired properties of a shield:
Minimal Invasiveness: The shield should restrict potential decisions as little as possible while still
ensuring safe decision-making.
Independence: While we focus on shielding RL algorithms, the concept of a shield should be
amenable for any kind of decision-making algorithm for MDPs.
Related Work. Most approaches to safe RL [18, 31] rely on reward engineering and changing the
learning objective. In contrast to ensuring temporal logic constraints, reward engineering designs
or “tweaks” the reward functions attached to state observations such that a learning agent behaves
in a desired, potentially safe, manner. As rewards are often specialized for particular environments,
reward engineering runs the risk of triggering negative side effects or hiding potential bugs [38].
First approaches actually incorporating formal specifications tackle this problem with pre-
computations making strong assumptions on the available information about the environment [44, 39,
21, 17, 28, 29], by employing PAC guarantees [16], or by an intermediate “correction” of policies [30].
Safe model-based RL for continuous state spaces with formal stability guarantees is considered in [7].
Most related is [1], which also introduces the concept of a shield for RL. In contrast to our work,
however, the underlying stochastic behavior of the MDP is not exploited which circumvents the
learning agent from taking any risks, preventing progress in sufficiently exploring the environment.
Our Contributions and Structure of the Paper. We present a novel method to shield decision-
making for MDPs regarding temporal logic constraints. We employ a separation of concerns: For a
large MDP setting with an potentially unknown reward function, we compute a smaller MDP that is
only relevant for safety assessments. This restriction enables the usage of formal methods to compute
a shield. Reinforcement learning for the full scenario under this shield is then guaranteed to be safe,
while we never construct the full (large) MDP.
First, we state the formal problem and provide necessary background in Sect. 2. To construct an MDP
in the first place, we build a behavior model for the environment, for example using model-based
RL [13], in a training environment using data augmentation techniques. We plug this behavior model
into a concrete scenario and obtain an MDP. In Sect. 3 we describe in detail how to actually construct
a shield and provide optimizations towards a computationally tractable implemenation. Then, we
demonstrate several concepts on how to maintain sufficient progress in exploring an environment
while shielding decision-making. We show the correctness of these constructions. In Sect. 4, we
demonstrate our implementation and experiments based on the arcade game PAC-MAN. We show
that RL for PAC-MAN is safe and performs superior if it is augmented by a shield.
2 Problem statement
Background
A probability distribution over a finite or countably infinite set X is a function µ : X → [0, 1] ⊆ R
with
∑
x∈X µ(x) = 1. The set of all distributions on X is denoted by Distr(X), and the support of
µ ∈ Distr(X) is the set supp(µ) = {x ∈ X | µ(x) > 0}.
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A Markov decision process (MDP)M = (S,Act ,P, r) has a finite set S of states, a finite set Act
of actions, a (partial) probabilistic transition function P : S ×Act → Distr(S), and an immediate
reward function r : S × Act → R≥0. The set Act(s) denotes the actions at s ∈ S, Act(s) = {α ∈
Act | ∃µ ∈ Distr(S). µ = P(s, α)}. We disallow deadlock states: |Act(s)| ≥ 1 for all s ∈ S.
A policy is a function σ : S∗ → Distr(Act) with supp(σ(s1 . . . sn)) ⊆ Act(sn), where S∗ denotes a
finite sequence of states. While for many specifications, it suffices to consider stationary, deterministic
policies σ : S → Act [33], in the presence of multiple—possibly conflicting—specifications, more
general policies (with randomization and finite memory) are necessary [10].
In formal methods, specifications are mostly given in variants of temporal logic constraints such as
linear temporal logic (LTL) [32] or computation-tree logic (CTL) [11]. Model checking is a fully
automatic formal verification technique [12, 4]. Based on a system model and a description of the
desired properties in LTL or CTL, model checkers automatically assess whether the model satisfies
the properties. Due to its rigor, the reliability of the results only depends on the quality of the model.
We consider a variant of temporal logic called probabilistic computation tree logic (PCTL) [19].
A specification in PCTL is for instance of the form P≥λ(♦T ), which is satisfied for an MDPM,
if the probability to “eventually” reach a set of target states T ⊆ S is at least λ ∈ [0, 1], when
considering all possible policies. Probabilistic model checking [23, 26, 3] employs methods based
on, e.g., value iteration or linear programming to verify such specifications for MDPs. Tool support
is readily available in PRISM [27], Storm [14], or Modest [20]. Specifically, for an MDPM and a
PCTL specification P≥λ(ϕ), we compute ηmaxϕ,M : S → [0, 1] or ηminϕ,M : S → [0, 1], where ηminϕ,M(s)
(or ηmaxϕ,M(s)) give which give the minimal (or maximal) probability over all possible policies to
satisfy ϕ for all states of the MDP. Similar problems are considered in probabilistic planning [40, 24].
Setting
We consider problems in a broad multi-agent setting. An arena is a finite directed graphG = (V,E, d)
with a finite set V of nodes, a set of edges E ⊆ V × V , and distances d : E → N>0. The position of
an agent encodes the current node v, a target node v′, and the distance to the goal, i. e., the distance
of the edge minus the steps already taken along the edge that the agent is moving along. Formally, a
position (v, v′, n) ∈ Pos = V × V × {0, . . . ,maxe∈E d(e)} states that the agent is approaching v′
from v and arrives there in n ∈ N steps. When n = 0, the agent decides on a new edge (v, v′) ∈ E
where v′ is the new goal, and the agent arrives there in d(v, v′) steps.
Specifically, we consider partially-controlled multi-agent systems [9], with one controllable agent
which we call the avatar. All other agents are uncontrollable, and we call them adversaries. To
edges we also associate a (partial) token function ◦ : E → {0, 1}, indicating the (scenario dependent)
status of some edge. Tokens can be activated (structurally or randomly), and have an associated
reward that is earned as long as the token is present, or upon visiting an edge.
As an example, take a factory floor plan with several corridors. The nodes describe crossings, the
edges the corridors with machines, and the distances the length of the corridors. The adversaries are
(possibly autonomous) transporters moving parts within the factory. The avatar models a service unit
moving around and inspecting machines where an issue has been raised (as indicated by a token).
All agents follow the corridors and take another corridor upon reaching a crossing. Several notions
of cost can be induced by these tokens, either as long as they are present (indicating the costs of a
broken machine) or for removing the tokens (indicating costs for inspecting the machine).
Problem
We assume, the avatar selects edges based on an unknown decision procedure. Our aim is to provide
a shield for the decision procedure of the avatar to avoid unsafe behavior. In particular, given a
specification in PCTL, we aim to prevent decisions necessarily leading to behavior that with high
probability violates these specifications. The probability threshold λ should be relative to the current
position – some states are intrinsically more dangerous, and a shield that disables all potential
decisions would lead to deadlocks in the system. Thus a notion of progress is essential. Progress may
even be mandatory to ensure safety, i. e., stagnation may lead to violation of the specification.
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of our gridworlds
areas Gh, Gr ✓ loc. Locations are given by
loc = {(x, y) | x 2 [0,Gridx] y 2 [0,Gridy]}
for Gridx,Gridy 2 N and the features are a set of tuples Feattp ✓ {tp}⇥loc.
A feature f = (tpf , `f ) 2 Feat c nsists of a type and a(feature-)location. [NJ] What is tpf?
[NJ] Perhaps Loc for
the set of locations and
type is a set Tp :=
{Obst,Litt,Wpt} which
can be defined before the
definition.
Example 1. Consider the example depicted in Fig. 3, which we use as a
running example. The environment depicted is formally given as Env =
{loc,Feat}
[NJ] Envshould be a tu-
ple as defined, right?
Goal areas missing.
with
loc = {(x, y) | x 2 [0, 4] y 2 [0, 5]}, and
Feat = {fi = (Wpt, (2, i)) | i 2 {0 . . . 5} }
[ {f6 = (Obst, (1, 1)), f7 = (Obst, (3, 3))}
[ {f8 = (Litt, (1, 3)), f9 = (Litt, (4, 3))}
Human. The human is represented by its position which is a tuple of a
location and orientation posh = (`h,↵h). An orientation has 8 possible
directions, i.e. ↵h 2 Orient = {i · 14⇡ | i 2 [0, 7]}. As an auxiliary we
define for each direction an associated direction vector Dir : Orient !
{ 1, 0, 1}2 \ {(0, 0)}, which we depict in Fig. 4(a). Human movements
Mh = {LEFT, STRAIGHT,RIGHT} have associated changes in angle of
  =  14⇡, 0, or 14⇡. We depict the movement options in Fig. 4(b).
[NJ] Do we really need
the Orient-definition, or
would the direction suf-
fice?
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Figure 1: Workflow of the Shield Construction
3 Constructing Shields for MDPs
We outline the w rkflow of our approach in Figure 1. The starting point is the setting described in the
previous section. First, based on obs rvations in arbitrary arenas, we construct a general (stochastic)
behavior model for each adversary. Combi ing these models with a concrete arena yields an MDP.
At this point, we ignore the token function (and necessarily the potentially unknown reward function),
so the MDP may be seen as a quotient of the real system within which we only assess safe behavior.
We therefore call the MDP the safety-relevant quotient. The real scenario incorporates the token
function. Rewards may be known or only be observed during learning. In any case, theoretically, the
underlying full MDP constitutes an exponential blowup of the safety-relevant quotient, rendering
probabilistic model checking or planning infeasible for realistic scenarios. First, using the safety-
relevant MDP, we construct a shield using probabilistic model checking. RL now aims to maximize
the reward according to the original scenario. As we augment the RL with the pre-computed shield,
all decisions are guaranteed to form an overall policy that adheres to safety requirements.
Separation of Concerns: Probabilistic Model Checking and Reinforcement Learning. We
have to separate the problem to make use of the individual strengths of the two disciplines of formal
methods and machine learning. By learning adversary behavior for general scenarios, we enable to
construct a compact MDP model in which we can assess safety. Only by neglecting the token and
the reward structure, we are able to employ model checking (or probabilistic planning) in a feasible
way. Then, with a shield for unsafe behavior precomputed, we determine optimal behavior using
reinforcement learning for a large scenario with an a priori unknown performance criterion.
We now detail the individual technical steps to realize our proposed methods.
3.1 Learning the Adversary Model
We learn an adversary by observing its behavior in several arenas, until we gain a sufficient confidence
that by obtaining more training data the behavior would not change significantly. An upper bound
on the necessary data may be obtained using Hoeffding’s inequality [46]. To reduce the size of the
training set, we devise a data augmentation technique using domain knowledge of the arenas [45, 25].
Intuitively, we abstract away from the precise configuration of the arena by partitioning the graph
into zones relative to the view-point of the adversary (e. g., close or far, north or south). For an
arena G = (V,E, d), zones relative to a node v ∈ V are functions zv : V → C where C is a finite
set of colors. For nodes x, y ∈ V , with zv(x) = zv(y), the assumption is that the adversary in
v behaves similar regardless wether the avatar is in x or y. From our observations, we extract a
histogram E × C → N describing how often the adversary takes an edge, depending on the color.
Then, we translate these likelihoods based on our observations into distributions over the possible
edges. The adversary behavior becomes a function B : V × C → Distr(E). While we employ
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a simple normalization of likelihoods, alternatively one may also utilize, e. g., a softmax function
which is adjustable to favor more or less likely decisions [42].
3.2 Constructing the Shield
Safety-Relevant MDP. We describe how to construct the MDP that is the basis for our safety
analysis. For an arena (V,E, d), we have an avatar and m adversaries, i. e., agents 0, . . . ,m. For
each adversary, we have corresponding behaviors B1, . . . , Bm. We build the safety-relevant MDPM
as follows. The states S = Posm+1 × {0, . . . ,m} encode the positions for all agents. The actions
Act = {α0} ∪ {αe | e ∈ E} determine the movements. If agent i moves next and its position is
(v, v′, n) with n > 0, there is one unique action α0 at the corresponding state. That action has one
successor state where n is decremented by one and i incremented modulo m, i. e., agent i+ 1 will
move next. Note that if n > 0, there is no decision to be made. If n = 0, the agent needs to decide
which edge (v′, v′′) to select. Intuitively, this selection means that the position of agent i is set to
(v′′, w(v′, v′′)) and again i is incremented modulo m.
Edge selection has different types: If i > 0 (an adversary moves next), there is a unique action
α0 where the successor state is randomly determined according to the behavior Bi for the current
position of the adversary and the avatar. If n = 0 and i = 0 (the avatar moves next), there is an action
αe reflecting every outgoing edge e ∈ E. Observe that the only states in which the avatar has to
make choices are of the form sd = (v, v′, 0, . . . , 0). We call these states sd the decision states, from
which the underlying decision procedure selects action αe leading to a state se = (v′, v′′, n, . . . , 1).
Shield Construction using Probabilistic Model Checking. For an arena (V,E, d) and the cor-
responding safety-relevant MDPM, we have a PCTL specification P≥λ(ϕ) with a lower bound
λ on the probability to satisfy ϕ. The task is to evaluate the decision states sd with respect to the
probability of satisfying ϕ. In particular, we compute ηmaxϕ,M(se), which is the maximal probability
to satisfy ϕ from state se after taking action αe in state sd. Using this information, we construct an
action-valuation for each action αe at each decision state sd:
valMsd : Act(sd)→ [0, 1], with valMsd (αe) = ηmaxϕ,M(se) .
The optimal action-value for sd is optvalMsd = maxα′∈Act val
M
sd
(α′).
We are now ready to define a shield for the safety-relevant MDPM. Specifically, a δ-shield for
δ ∈ [0, 1] determines a set of safe actions for each decision state sd. These actions are δ-optimal for
the specification ϕ. All other actions are “shielded” and cannot be chosen by a decision-maker.
Definition 1 (Shield). For an action-valuation valMsd and δ ∈ [0, 1], a δ-shield for decision state sd is
shield sdδ : (Act(sd)→ [0, 1])→ 2Act(sd)
with shield sdδ (val
M
sd
) = {α ∈ Act(sd) | valMsd (α) ≥ δ · optvalMsd }.
Thus, the shield is adaptive with respect to δ, as a high value for δ yields a stricter shield, a smaller
value a less strict shield. A user may enforce a strict threshold, like in the specification P≥λ(ϕ). If
for all sd it holds that δ · optvalMsd ≥ λ, the shield is realizable and ensures guaranteed safety.
A δ-shield for the whole MDPM is built by constructing δ-shields for every (decision) state inM.
Formally, a shielded MDPM has the transition probability function
P (s, α) =
{P(s, α) α ∈ shield sδ(valMs )
⊥ otherwise.
Lemma 1. For an MDPM and a δ-shield,M is deadlock-free.
We assume that the original MDPM is deadlock-free. As we compute the shield relative to the
optimal values optvalMsd , at least the optimal action will always be allowed, even if δ = 1.
More importantly, we can compute the function val
M
s for the shielded MDP.
Theorem 1. For an MDPM and a δ-shield, it holds for any state s that valMs = valMs .
As the optimal actions are not removed, optimality is preserved in the shielded MDP. In particular,
computing a shield for a state is independent from the application of the shield to other states.
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Constructing the full MDP. In theory, one could build the full MDP for the arena (V,E, d), the
token function ◦ : E → {0, 1}, and the associated rewards. Under the assumption that the reward
function is known, one would then be able to compute the reward-optimal and safe policy without
need for further learning techniques. As there are 2E token configurations, the state space would
blow up exponentially. Thus, any model checking or planning technique would be infeasible even for
small applications.
3.3 Faster Construction of Shields
Even with the restriction to the safety-relevant MDP, automatic analysis is challenging for realistic
applications. We utilize the following optimizations to render the problem computationally tractable.
Finite Horizon. First, we may restrict the shield computations to finite horizons to increase the
scalability of model checking. A policy for the avatar in the shielded MDP is then only guaranteed to
be safe for the next steps. Additionally, our learned MDP model is inherently an approximation of the
real world (the arena). For infinite horizon properties, errors stemming from this approximation may
grow too large. Moreover, the probability of reaching critical states may be 1 for an infinite horizon.
Piecewise Construction. As witnessed by Theorem 1, we can compute the shield for each state
independently, enabling multi-threaded computations. Solving many small problems introduces
redundancy, as states are considered multiple times. Yet, memory consumption is often the bottleneck
for (probabilistic) model checkers. To remove parts of the redundancies, we pre-analyze that in some
states all actions allow for a high probability to satisfy the safety specification. The shield will not
block any actions for these states—we omit model checking there. In combination with finite horizon
properties the shield will then guarantee safety in each state exactly for the specified horizon.
Independent Agents. The explosion of state spaces stems to a large part from the number of
agents. Here, an important observation is that we can consider agents independently. For instance,
the probability for the avatar to crash with an adversary is stochastically independent from crashing
with the other adversaries. Instead of determining the shield for all adversaries at once, we perform
computations for each agent individually, and combine them via the inclusion-exclusion principle.
Afterwards, the shield is composed from the shields dedicated to individual adversaries.
Abstractions. For finite horizon properties, adversaries may be far away—beyond the horizon—
without a chance to reach the avatar. In our computation, we neglect all adversary positions that
are not relevant at the current state. Such states that in fact have probability 0 to violate the safety
specification, are excluded from the state space prior to model checking. For finite-horizon properties,
they may not even be part of the MDP we build.
3.4 Shielding versus Progress
The shield needs to be minimally invasive regarding the objective of the decision procedure. We
propose three methods to alleviate the invasiveness, all of them assume domain knowledge of the
rationale behind the decision procedure, for instance in the form of a measure progress : S → [0, 1].
Iterative Weakening. During runtime, we may observe that the progress of the avater is decreasing.
In that case, we weaken the shield by δ − ε, allowing additional actions. As soon as progress is made,
we can reset δ to its former value. We still guarantee δ − ε safety overall. Note that the adaption of
shield sδ to shield
s
δ−ε can be done on the fly, without new computations.
Adapted Specifications. If the goal of the decision maker is known and can be captured in tem-
poral logic, we may adapt the original specification accordingly. There are often natural trade-offs
between safety and performance. These trade-offs might be resolved via weights, but this process is
often undesirable [34] and similar to reward engineering. Instead, optimization of the conditional
performance under the assumption of staying sufficiently (nearly-optimal) safe (cf. [5, 43]), avoids
side-effects of attaching some weights to the safety specification.
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(a) Small PAC-MAN (b) Resulting Scores for small PAC-MAN
(c) Classic PAC-MAN (d) Resulting Scores for Classic PAC-MAN
Side Constraints. Side constraints can be deduced and formulated in many fashions. We propose
the use of sets of actions, which we refer to as progress sets. Consider an MDPM where some
states T are reachable from a state s, and this reachability is desirable. For instance, Ts = {s′ ∈
S | progress(s′) > progress(s)}. Assume that inM , states in Ts are not reachable anymore. Thus,
there is at least one action along every path from s to T in the originalM that is blocked by the
shield and prevents progress. We put these actions into a progress set. Then, a side constraint to the
shield computation states that from each progress set, one action needs to be allowed. Computing
shields independently is thus possible, but might lead to suboptimal results. In fact, we propose
to do a form of regret minimization. We compute the regret for adding actions, and sum over all
these actions. The following optimization problem describes the regret minimization, with variables
tα ∈ {0, 1} for each α ∈ Act .
minimize
∑
s∈S
∑
α∈Act(s)
(
δ · optvalMs − valMs (a)
)
· tα (1)
subject to (2)
∀progress sets X
∑
α∈X
tα ≥ 1 (3)
The problem may be encoded as a mixed integer linear program [36].
4 Implementation and Experiments
In the previous sections, we discussed a theoretical framework (1) to learn stochastic behavior models
for adversaries, (2) to construct a shield for an MDP, (3) to enable the computationally tractable
construction of such a shield, and (4) to provide sufficient progress for a shielded learning algorithm.
A Shield for PAC-MAN. To demonstrate our methods, we consider the arcade game PAC-MAN.
The task is to eat food in a maze. Vice versa, ghosts want to eat PAC-MAN. PAC-MAN achieves
a high score if it eats all the food as quickly as possible while minimizing the number of times to
get eaten by the ghosts. RL approaches exist [6], but they suffer largely from the fact that during the
exploration phase PAC-MAN is eaten by the ghosts many times and thus achieves very poor scores.
We model each instance of the game as an arena, where PAC-MAN is the avatar and the ghosts are
adversaries. Tokens represent the food at each position in the maze, such that food is either present or
already eaten. Food earns reward, while each step causes a small penalty. Large penalties are imposed
when PAC-MAN is eaten by a ghost and the game is restarted. We learn the ghost behavior from
7
Table 1: Experimental Results
Total Results - Training Total Results - Execution
Size,
#Ghosts
#Model
Checking time (s)
Score
w/o Shield
Score with
Shield
Win Rate
w/o Shield
Win Rate
with Shield
Score w/o
Shield
Score with
Shield
Win Rate
w/o Shield
Win Rate
with Shield
6x5,1 780 6 94,12 391 0,46 0,85 -62,8 462,2 0,3 1
11x6,1 5821 61,75 -140,5 613,05 0,22 0,83 325,2 715,7 0,6 0,9
9x7,1 5912 73,5 -236,1 259,24 0,08 0,52 -227,7 547,2 0,1 0,8
17x5,1 5841 61 114,14 798,9 0,31 0,89 76,3 903,9 0,6 1
17x10,3 51732 1227 -220,79 -40,52 0,01 0,07 -412 84,3 0,00 0,1
27x25,4 269426 6647 -129,25 339,89 0,00 0,00 -166,6 397 0,00 0,00
the original PAC-MAN game in small arenas individually for each ghost. Transferring the resulting
stochastic behavior to any arena (without tokens) yields the safety-relevant MDP.
For that MDP, we compute a δ-shield (with iterative weakening) via the probabilistic model checker
Storm [14] for a finite horizon of 10 steps. We use a multi-threaded architecture that lets us construct
the shields for very large instances of the example. Approximate Q-learning [42] is the particular RL
technique. We compare RL to shielded RL on a number of different instances. The safety constraint
for the shield is to not get eaten with a high probability. The key comparison criterion is the score
which is largely affected by the imposed penalties.
Results. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show screenshots of a series of videos we created, which are up-
loaded with this submission as supplementary material. Each video compares how RL performs
either shielded or unshielded on a PAC-MAN instance. In the shielded version, at each decision state
in the underlying MDP, we indicate the risk of potential decisions by the colors green (low), orange
(medium), and red (high). This feature also enables safe game-playing for humans.
We run experiments using an Intel Core i7-4790K CPU with 16 GB of RAM using 4 cores. The
piecewise construction of a shield for this large instance takes about 2 hours, while memory is not
an issue due to the piecewise shield construction. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) depict the scores obtained
during RL. In particular, the curves (blue: unshielded, orange: shielded) show the average scores
for every 10 training episodes. One episode lasts until either the game is won (all food eaten) or
lost (ghost eats PAC-MAN). Table 1 shows results for several instances in increasing size. We list
the number of (multi-threaded) model checking calls and the total time to construct the shield. We
distinguish results for the training (300 episodes) and the execution (10 episodes) phases for RL. For
both, we list the scores with and without shield, and the winning rate which captures the number of
episodes PAC-MAN finished without ever being eaten.
For all instances, we see a large difference in scores due to the fact that PAC-MAN is often saved by
the shield. The winning rates differ for most benchmarks, favoring shielded RL. For the two largest
instances with 3 and 4 ghosts, there are many situations where a shield that plans only 10 steps ahead
is not enough to save PAC-MAN from being encircled by the ghosts. Therefore, the wining rate
is 0 even in the shielded case. Nevertheless, the shield still safes PAC-MAN in many situations as
indicated by the superior scores. Moreover, the shield also helps to learn an optimal policy much
faster because less restarts are needed.
In general, learning for an arcade game like PAC-MAN is difficult to perform according to safety
constraints if no knowledge about future events if available. Given our relatively loose assumptions
about the setting, the shield proved a feasible means to ensure an appropriate measure of safety.
Moreover, as in the classic PAC-MAN instance, 100% safety is not possible.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
We developed the concept of shields for MDPs. Utilizing probabilistic model checking, we were able
to guarantee probabilistic safety measures during reinforcement learning. We addressed inherent
scalability issues and provided means to deal with typical trade-off between safety and performance.
Our experiments on a well-known arcade game showed that we improved the state-of-the-art in safe
reinforcement learning.
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For future work, we will extend shields to richer models such as partially-observable MDPs. Moreover,
we will extend the applications to more arcade games and employ deep recurrent neural networks as
further means of decision-making [22].
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